Abstract. The SciDAC-Data project is a DOE-funded initiative to analyze and exploit two decades of information and analytics that have been collected by the Fermilab data center on the organization, movement, and consumption of high energy physics (HEP) data. The project analyzes the analysis patterns and data organization that have been used by NOvA, MicroBooNE, MINERvA, CDF, D0, and other experiments to develop realistic models of HEP analysis workflows and data processing. The SciDAC-Data project aims to provide both realistic input vectors and corresponding output data that can be used to optimize and validate simulations of HEP analysis. These simulations are designed to address questions of data handling, cache optimization, and workflow structures that are the prerequisites for modern HEP analysis chains to be mapped and optimized to run on the next generation of leadershipclass exascale computing facilities.
Overview
High energy physics (HEP) intensity frontier and energy frontier experiments are accumulating petascale datasets that need to be processed, managed, and archived effectively. At the same time the facilities, both storage and compute, that support these activities need to be designed and tuned to effectively deliver the needed throughput so that experimentalists can analyze their data in a timely manner. This process of design and tuning is extremely difficult because of the large design and parameter space that needs to be considered.
One method for exploring this space is through discrete-event simulation. This approach uses workflows from the actual physics experiments that are representative of the typical analysis and usage pattern. Applying these usage patterns, through the simulation, to a given model of a computing facility's data management system, can help HEP scientists understand the performance impacts that their analysis have on the underlying infrastructure. This then enables them to experiment with design choices relating to the infrastructure such as storage bandwidth, data cache sizes, retention policies and look-ahead algorithms and evaluate the impact they will have on overall system performance. To this end, we have used a discrete-event simulation to model the data center at the Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory.
Fermilab maintains and operates a mass data storage which services both the CMS experiment and a suite of intensity frontier experts which focus on neutrino and precision muon physics. The storage system provides archival (tape) storage as well as high speed disk cache access to experimental data. The Fermilab facility is integrated with a data management system, which provides a bridge between the NOvA, MicroBooNE, MINERvA, MINOS, and other experiment's analysis code bases, and the underlying data storage and movement tools. The schematic architecture of the Fermilab system is shown in Figure 1 . The architecture depicted shows the high latency Enstore based tape library and robot system, which is fronted by a high performance, low latency distributed cache layer.
Users submit large collections of analysis jobs to a batch queueing system. The batch jobs requests data via the Sequential Access via Metadata (SAM) data management system [1] , which is a comprehensive data management and catalog system for large-scale data storage and mining. The SAM system optimizes the retrieval of files from the Enstore tape system by using a scheduler layer which executes a look-ahead based algorithm to determine data retrieval lists. These lists are then used to trigger preemptive restoration of files from the tape system and to populate the dCache cache layer. The Enstore tape libraries have a storage capacity of over 570 petabytes of data based on a mixture of T10K and LTO tape systems. This tape archive system has been in operation since the Tevatron Run II era and has been described extensively [2] . The dCache base cache layer is comprised of a distributed set of high speed storage pools whose aggregated storage capacity in is approximately 4 petabytes. Data that is loaded to or restored from the tape archives, is routed through the dCache layer where a copy of the data is retained in the cache pool subject to a cache policy or algorithm [3] .
To simulate the Fermilab data facility, the known static characteristics of the dCache, Enstore, batch systems and networking were used to construct the simulation components. Two sets of historic job activity logs were then used as driving input workloads to the simulations. The first set of workloads represented the actual observed activity from 5 years of analysis, simulation and data processing by a single experiment (NOvA) operating in the FNAL computing environment [4] . The second set of workloads represented the combined activity from three major experiments (NOvA, MicroBooNE and MINERvA) operating simultaneously over a period of one month in the full Fermilab computing environment [5] . The simulation was configured to report a series of metrics relating to the overall performance and efficiency of the data transport and storage layers of the combined disk, cache and tape system. In particular the simulation reported predictions for cache occupancy, file lifetimes within the cache (time to live), and tape drive activity.
Discrete-event Simulation Model
The SciDAC-Data simulation of the FNAL storage system was developed by using the CODES simulation framework with components that were specialized to represent the FNAL storage systems and their interactions. The CODES framework is an established toolkit which simulate large-scale high-performance computing (HPC) workloads and scientific workflows, high-performance networks, storage systems, and distributed data-intensive systems [6, 7] . CODES uses the Rensselaer Optimistic Simulation System (ROSS) discrete-event simulation framework, which has been used to process billions of events per second on modern HPC systems [8] . Simulations in CODES/ROSS comprise logical processes (LPs), each of which represents a distinct entity in the system. The LPs interact with each other via timestamped messages or events. By way of example, if simulating a computer network, an LP can be Figure 1 .
Schematic layout of components of the Fermilab archive facility that are modeled in the simulation. Components of the data storage and management system that are beyond the scope of the simulation are not shown.
implemented as a network node that can issue events such as the transmission of network packets at discrete times.
The model of the Fermilab HEP computing environment model, implemented in CODES, is comprised of four LP types: a batch scheduler, queue and SAM look-ahead scheduler, standard worker/compute cores, disk cache, and tape storage The scheduler LP in the simulation provides the combined functions of batch queue scheduler, which schedules jobs on a first-come, firstserved (FCFS) basis and of the SAM look-ahead scheduler which optimizes the pre-staging and assignment of data to executing analysis jobs. Additionally, the scheduler LP provides the data management functions of keeping a catalog for the files and maintaining information on the files including their identifiera, storage locations, cache status, and file size. The cache and tape storage LPs implement performance characteristics of each hardware system, including startup and access latencies and bandwidth profiles associated with them. Each of these LPs was configured using the actual latencies and bandwidth numbers of Fermilab's mass storage hardware. Fermilab's cache system uses a "least recently used" (LRU) policy for cache eviction, the LPs in the simulation were configured to execute a similar LRU policy for deleting files from cache. Other parameters, including the cache capacity were left as runtime configurable parameters to the simulation which can be provided by the user. This allowed the simulation to be used to scan over and explore the impact of different cache sizes and other operational parameters on the HEP workflow execution.
In practice, analysis workflows submitted to the SAM data management system require that all files belong to a specific dataset. Files may reside either on the dCache or on Enstore. Once an analysis workflow is initiated by the SAM scheduler, a set of individual jobs are assigned to the worker cores, with each job processing a subset of files from the dataset. When a job is finished processing a file, it requests another file. The SAM scheduler prefetches files from Figure 2 .
Components of the CODES HEP simulation and their interactions. Cache represents dCache, and backing store represents the Enstore system at Fermilab.
Enstore just before a job needing it is executed on a worker core (unless that file is already in dCache). Since the SAM scheduler keeps track of the location of files, if a file is not present in the cache, it requests the file from the Enstore. The process continues until all the files in the dataset have been consumed by the jobs. Correspondingly, in our simulation we have modeled the same interaction between worker cores, SAM, cache, and tape LPs by using realistic activity logs from the NOvA, MicroBooNE, and MINERvA experiments at Fermilab, where the workflow consists of a series of jobs submitted over a period of time that could span several years. Figure 2 shows the detailed interaction between different components of the simulation.
Collecting a variety of statistics is important for performance prediction and design space exploration of systems. Our simulation reports detailed statistics about the modeled storage system over an interval that is configurable. The statistics include the following:
File eviction times from cache : This metric provides information about the frequency of file evictions from the cache and the point in time when the eviction occurred. If a file gets evicted from cache and re-enters, the file life counter starts from the beginning. Cache hits and misses : This metric records the file count and volume of data accessed from the cache and whether the access request was a cache hit or a miss. Cache utilization over time : During each time interval, the simulation reports the occupied size of the cache and amount of data being accessed from the cache during that interval. Start and end times of workflows : Statistics about each workflow are reported, such as the time that a workflow gets scheduled and the time to complete it. Tape activity over time : This metric reports the amount of data and number of files being accessed from tape during a specific time interval.
Evaluation
Our simulation system was evaluated using the realistic workflow information from two different datasets, each derived from historic activity logs: NOvA Analysis Dataset comprised of five and a half years of activity logs that describe the running and completion of HEP analysis workflow for the NOvA experiment. These workflows represent a total of 9,536 analysis campaigns which ran a total of 9,028,534 computational analysis jobs on the Fermilab computing clusters and transferred in excess of 5.5 PB of data between the storage systems and the analysis computing. To ensure full coverage of the dataset, the simulation was configured to simulate a six year time window with a 60,000 worker core batch farm and 5.6 PB of aggregated data transfer. GPGrid Environment Dataset comprised of one month of activity logs that describe the combined running of the NOvA, MicroBooNE, and MINERvA experiments in the context of the Fermilab computing facility. This dataset comprised a more diverse set of 61,735 analysis workflows resulting in the submission of over 1 million jobs that were submitted and handled by the FNAL batch system in May 2016. The dataset represents an aggregate data transfer of 3.14 petabytes between the storage facility and the compute elements.
The simulation was configured with a disk cache bandwidth of 1.25 GB/s and a bandwidith of 200 MB/s for data retrieval/restore from the tape system. These parameters were chosen based on the Fermilab dCache and Enstore system's operational parameters. We present the results of this workload using the detailed statistics reported by the simulation in Section 2.
The first set of observables reported by the simulation were the tape activity, cache hits, and cache misses over the simulated time interval. This was done separately for the NOvA dataset and for the combined running of the NOvA, MicroBooNE, and MINERvA experiments. The left plot of Figure 3 shows the tape activity, cache hits, and cache misses during the high analysis activity periods for the NOvA experiment. The observed gap between days 1,400 and 1,600 of the simulation represents a period when few analysis jobs were submitted. This is consistent with the known detector installation phase of the NOvA experiment, followed by the flurry of analysis activity as the detector entered data taking operations. The right plot in Figure 3 shows the same observables for the combined activity of the NOvA, MicroBooNE, and MINERvA experiments over a one month period corresponding to May 2016.
In both cases, the simulation is configured to have a disk cache size of 2 PB corresponding to the actual Fermilab dCache storage size. The data handling system [SAM] optimizes and initiates data retrieval through a "prefetch" step when the compute jobs are scheduled and as a preemptive "look-ahead" when the jobs are running. This results in the prefetching phase accounts for a significant fraction of tape activity seen over the simulated time, when the analysis efforts switched within the experiment to a different primary set of detector data or Monte Carlo Figure 4 . File eviction from cache via LRU scheme using NOvA 5-year job activity logs with a cache size of (left) 1 PB and (right) 20 TB (no cache evictions happen at 2 PB cache size). Figure 5 . File eviction from cache via LRU scheme using job activity logs from NOvA, MicroBooNE and MINERvA experiments from May 2016 with a cache size of (left) 1 PB and (b) 20 TB (no cache evictions happen at 2 PB cache size).
simulation (i.e. the entire set of physics data had to be initially restored from tape). In this manner, if a requested file for an executing job is found in the cache, it is counted as a cache hit and if the file has to be restored from tape during the execution of the job (thereby stalling the job) it is counted as a cache miss. For the five-year NOvA activity logs, the optimized prefetching phase brings the required files to be fetched from the tape, which decreases the number of cache misses. Since the cache size is large enough to fit the fetched files, no files are evicted, and minimal cache misses are observed. In contrast for the combined running of the NOvA, MicroBooNE, and MINERvA experiments, file requests start right after the prefetching phase is initiated, resulting in significant cache misses since not all files have been prefetched to the cache at the time they are requested by the worker cores.
Figures 4(left) and (right) show the impact of cache size on file lifetime when the cache size is decreased from 2 PB to 1 PB and 20 TB for the five-year NOvA activity logs. As expected with a cache size of 2 PB, none of the files get evicted from the cache since the aggregate data size requested by the jobs peaks at 1.6 PB. Once fetched from the tape, the files stay in the cache until the end of the simulation since the cache is big enough to hold all the data. In contrast, as the cache is decreased to half its size (1 PB) as shown in Figure 4 (left) 1.4 million files are observed to be evicted from the cache. Further decreasing the cache size to 20 TB, results in the eviction of over 16 million files during the simulation window, as the cache is now to small to properly host the data being analyzed at any given time in the compute nodes. Figure 5 shows the impact of cache size on the file lifetime of the one-month activity logs. In this case, there are 70,000 cache evictions for 1 PB cache size and 9 million evictions for 20 TB of cache size. Such experiments demonstrate the feasibility of using simulation to evaluate Figures 6 and 7 show the cache utilization for the five-year and one-month activity logs in terms of data being accessed and the occupied cache size. Initial cache activity is due to prefetching of files from the tape since the simulations start with an unpopulated cache. As soon as the job submissions start, the occupied cache size starts increasing. With a cache size of 2 PB, requests for data access from the cache stay well below the size of the cache; hence, we do not see any file evictions when using 2 PB. With 20 TB, however, requests for data access from the cache grows more than the occupied cache size and results in thrashing of the cache. Monitoring the cache utilization provides information on the percentage of the data in the cache that is actually being utilized at a given point in time.
4. Future Plans: Adapting HEP Workflows to an HPC Environment As part of the CODES simulation framework, we have developed detailed network and storage models of current and future extreme-scale architectures [7, 9] . Low-latency HPC interconnects on which packets have to traverse a minimal number of hops because of their low network diameter are becoming an integral component of HPC systems. CODES provides detailed packet-level models of HPC interconnect network topologies such as dragonfly, fat tree, Slim Fly, and torus interconnects [10, 7, 11] . CODES simulations combines models of storage devices, high-performance interconnects and I/O forwarding layers of HPC systems and have been used successfully to demonstrate the usefulness of burst buffer storage nodes on a large-scale HPC system [9] . CODES provides the HPC interconnect and storage models as pluggable components so that model developers can experiment with different HPC components with minimal changes to the code.
Integrating these HPC storage and interconnect models with the HEP workflows will enable us to predict performance and throughput of the HEP analysis workflows on the next generation of extreme-scale systems. With these HPC models, we also will be able to do parameter tuning of HEP experimental workflows and adapt them to the HPC environment.
Summary
As part of the SciDAC-Data project, we are working to analyze the historical information collected by the Fermilab data center over the past two decades. Using the CODES simulation framework, we have developed simulations of the Fermilab data center that can assist researchers in effective data handling and cache optimizations. An accurate end-to-end simulation can provide insight into the performance of these complex data management systems and help scientists answer questions about data movement and resource allocation policies, identify potential bottlenecks, and quantify the value of adding new hardware such as disks and tapes.
We have taken a step in this direction by using realistic data from Fermilab's NOvA, MicroBooNE, and MINERvA experiments and replaying the historical data on our discrete-event simulation of Fermilab's storage system. We have designed the simulation to report detailed metrics on the performance of the storage model, such as cache utilization, cache lifetime, cache hits and misses, and tape activity over time.
